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Statistics Report:  January - December 2017
All-Time Readership Through December 
2017
Readership January - December 2017
Page views tend to be lower than downloads, because users 
frequently access full-texts directly via search engines. Page 
views offer insights into how readers interact with Scholars’ 
Mine by browsing and searching the site, typing a URL from a 
citation, or clicking metadata page links in search results.
2016 Page Views: 91,999
2017 Page Views: 114,435
19.6% Increase
2016 Works Added: 1,239




Online visibility is vital: 30% of researchers start their 
research at a general purpose search engine, and 70% use 
Google often or occasionally in their research.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
 U.S. Readership January - December 2017
Regional Readership January - December 2017
Download Distribution by Type of Institution
2016 Downloads: 633,921
2017 Downloads: 855,261
25.9% Increase
